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Admittedly, 2021 hasn’t got off to the best of starts but
on behalf of myself, the directors and the team here at
EFS, I’d like to wish you good health and all the best for
the coming year.
So, what do we have in store for you in this edition?
Starting with our news pages, we would like to
introduce three new team members… Katherine,
Charlie and Darrianne have all joined us over the last
few months and we are delighted to welcome them
on board.
We also introduce baby Dawson to you. I think Dawson may be the last new
arrival of the baby boom that we’ve had at EFS this last year or so but who knows…
maybe not!
Our feature on office pets is certainly not to be missed… Zoom meetings have given
us an insight into the homes of our colleagues and we’ve met several children and
various pets over the course of the last 12 months. Given that we are a nation of pet
lovers, we therefore thought our readers might like to meet some of the much loved
office pets and our feature on page 22 introduces them to you. I’ve had many a
Zoom meeting where my dog Flick has laid on the floor behind my desk… snoring
very loudly… whilst I’ve kept my fingers crossed that the Postman doesn’t come to
the door and wake her up!
And of course, we have our usual interesting and informative articles for you to
take a look at. Our article on page 16 talks about the increase in scams during the
Covid crisis and provides some helpful suggestions and ‘Child Trust Funds grow up’
on page 6 will also be of interest to lots of you, I am sure.
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The ‘Liquid gold’ article on page 4 is courtesy of our sister company Eastwood Private
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January bring Hogmanay and Burns Night, we thought that not only would this article
be of general interest but also very topical.
Hopefully the next time I write, the future will be looking a little brighter and Spring
will be upon us… in the meantime, take good care of yourselves and please do not
hesitate to contact us if there’s anything we can do.

Karen Wynard
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Liquid gold
It cannot have escaped many that whisky has
become a boom market with records being set
and broken more often than we can keep track.

While the million-pound bottles are not likely to
be found in the back of cupboards, it does show
the trend in values and it has caught many
owners unaware. Seemingly simple standard
bottles are often worth considerably more than
one would expect. Also, it is not just Scottish
whisky seeing this boom but world whisky as well,
particularly Japanese.
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A classic tale which has repeated more often than
I can count derives from the late 1980’s to early
2000’s, with bottlings of the ever popular
Macallan 10-year-old. It was a staple on
supermarket shelves for years, given in raffles
and enjoyed by many. However, with the supply
of high-quality sherry casks largely diminished
when the mid 1990’s stocks ran dry, it was not

issued for many years and when it was
re-released it was a very different drink all
together.
So, from the supermarket shelves at £30 – £40
per bottle it has now become a sought-after
product by collectors and connoisseur drinkers
alike. There are various subtle varieties, but this

Seemingly simple standard
bottles are often worth
considerably more than one
would expect
seemingly inexpensive bottle of Macallan now
sells for upwards of £250 at auction and can be
retailed at £800 plus.
Although the press is often full of the Macallan
prices it is a much wider market. The Rare Malts
series, released by Diageo throughout the 1990’s,
has been a constantly popular collecting area,
with prices currently from low hundreds to many
thousands of pounds.

These short run bottles were in some cases not
hugely popular when they were originally
released and even sold discounted in the staff
shops. However, many now have cult status
among collectors, no more so than the fabled
closed Highland distillery Brora.
There have been various different releases from
Brora and prices have rocketed in recent years.
In 2014, bottles were buyable at £400 and by
2016, this had reached £750. By 2018 most, if not
all, were upwards of £1,000. Today, some of the
rarest vintages in this series are regularly selling
for in excess of £4,500 (with one peaking at over
£10,000). It’s incredible to think that in only 15
years, this bottle has gone from being sold at
discount to £10,000.
It should not be thought that you had to be in the
know or even in the industry to buy interesting
and now valuable bottles. The popular high street
off license, Odd-bins, had some remarkable
bottles in its heyday. They even had some
exclusively bottled for them, including various
1960’s and 1970’s vintages of Bowmore which
were available nationwide. These vintages are
now considered among the peak for Bowmore’s

production and bottles that were originally,
roughly, £80 each, are highly prized and regularly
achieve more than £2,000.
The fabled tale for all collectors who missed out
on the chance was the Black Bowmore series
released in the mid 1990’s for £350 a bottle and
at its peak was selling for over £30,000. If these
tales tell us anything, it is that what lurks in the
back of the sideboard, cellar or cupboard may
be something special and need to be looked at
by a specialist Valuer. One cautionary tale though
– all these prices are based on the absolute
guarantee that the bottle is still sealed!
Article taken from the ‘Exclusive’ newsletter
of our sister company Eastwood Private
Clients, and is provided courtesy of Doerr
Dallas Valuations.
Please note that this article has been included only for the purpose
of general interest – Eastwood Financial Services are unable to provide
any advice or guidance on this subject.
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There have been various reports in the press of
the £1,000,000 plus paid for bottles of the
legendary Macallan 1926 (the record currently
£1,452,000 set in October 2019 by Sotheby’s
London) and other stand-out prices. So what
does this mean for Valuers or clients who have
deliberately set out to collect whisky or have even
found that they have a small group in the
sideboard, cellar or cupboard?

Child Trust Funds
grow up

The first CTFs reached their maturity date on
1 September 2020, when their owners celebrated
their 18th birthdays. The life span of the CTF
itself, however, is not quite 18 years, as they were
launched in January 2005 for any child born on
or after 1 September 2002 – hence this year’s
first maturities.

The default opening process means that many
people have lost track of CTFs, particularly the
accounts that just received the £250 payment.
This has prompted HMRC to set up an online
tracing tool as part of its programme to handle
maturities which are currently running at about
55,000 per month.

CTFs started life with a government payment
of at least £250 and there was a further £250 for
children with CTFs in the first wave who reached
the age of seven before 1 August 2010. Parents
and others could contribute to the accounts –
up to the annual limits. Children of families on
lower incomes were given up to £500 for each
payment on a means-tested basis.

A newly adult owner of a CTF has three options
when they reach the age of 18:

All government payments ended on 2 January
2011, and no new CTFs were available after that
date. But in the six years from 2005 to 2011,
around 6.3 million CTFs were set up. However,
HMRC had to create nearly 30% of these CTFs,
where a child’s parents or guardians had failed
to open an account within 12 months of receiving
the government payment voucher.

• Withdraw the CTF’s value.

CTFs were effectively replaced by Junior ISAs
(JISAs) from November 2011 and there were
no more government contributions. JISAs offer
the same tax benefits as CTFs and currently
have a maximum contribution level of £9,000
per tax year.
For advice on JISAs and maturing CTFs, please
contact us. These plans may have started out
for minors, but their rules mean they are not
child’s play.

• Invest all or part of the CTF’s value in an ISA,
without the payment counting towards the
normal subscription limits.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice. Levels
and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject to change and their
value depends on individual circumstances. Tax laws can change.

• Do nothing, in which case the CTF fund will be
transferred to a ‘protected account’ where it will
continue to enjoy freedom from UK income tax
and capital gains tax.

The value of your investment, and the income from it, can go down
as well as up and you may not get back the full amount you invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term investment
and should fit with your overall attitude to risk and financial
circumstances.
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The first Child Trust Funds (CTFs) have
reached maturity, but many have been
overlooked.

Preparing for your
year end planning
As 5th April creeps closer, it’s a good time
to get ahead with your year-end tax planning.

Broad tax increases are unlikely while economic conditions are still fragile, but
more targeted tax-raising measures are a distinct possibility. With that warning
in mind, your year-end planning checklist should include the following.

Income planning

Capital gains tax

Your income may have dropped this tax year
because of reduced earnings during the Covid-19
pandemic, falling dividends or minuscule interest
rates. So it might be worth trying to estimate your
income for the full tax year to 5 April 2021,
because it could point to tax-saving opportunities.

Capital gains tax (CGT) could soon be subject to
some changes. In July the Chancellor asked the
Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) to undertake
a broad review of CGT. The first report from the
OTS emerged in November and is likely to feed
into Budget proposals to reform the tax.

For example, if your income is above £50,000 and
you have or live with someone with children, you
could be subject to the High Income Child Benefit
Charge. Bringing your taxable income down – by
making a pension contribution or charitable gift
for example – could reduce or even eliminate that
charge. There are similar opportunities above the
£100,000 threshold when the phasing out of the
personal allowance begins.

One OTS proposal that is popular with think tanks
and could appeal to the Chancellor is a reversion
to the regime which existed until 2008. Back then,
CGT was levied at full income tax rates, which
would now mean rates of up to 45% rather than
the current maximum of 20% (28% for nonexempt residential property and carried interest).
The OTS has also followed the idea of some think
tanks in suggesting the CGT annual exempt
amount should be reduced from the current
£12,300 to a nominal figure.

Pensions
Check if you have any unused pension annual
allowance from 2017/18, when the maximum
annual allowance (before tapering) was £40,000.
You have until the end of the current tax year to
mop up this past allowance or lose it completely.
However, it can only be used once you have
exhausted your 2020/21 annual allowance, which
may be higher than in previous years because of
changes introduced in the March 2020 Budget.
You can go on to pick up more unused relief from
the years after 2017/18, although you can also
only do this if you have used up your current
year’s allowance. Unsurprisingly, the calculations
can quickly become complex, so do contact us as
soon as possible if maximising today’s pension
tax relief is important to you.

If you have capital gains in your portfolio,
you should consider realising gains up to your
available annual exempt amount before
Budget day.

Inheritance tax
A separate OTS simplification review last year
considered inheritance tax (IHT). It was not in the
March 2020 Budget, but few experts think it has
been left on a shelf gathering dust. Some reliefs
and exemptions could be under threat, such as
those that apply to business assets and large
regular gifts out of income. Ahead of the Budget
you should think about using your £3,000 annual
exemption; making individual gifts of up to £250;
making regular gifts out of disposable income
and whether to make any larger lifetime gifts.
The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice, and
levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject to change and
their value depends on individual circumstances. Tax laws can change.
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The Autumn Budget has been abandoned for a second successive year, to be
rescheduled for spring. Once again, that means it’s best to complete year-end tax
planning before the spring Budget day. Such a precaution is all the more
important in 2020/21 as several areas of tax have come under scrutiny following
various Treasury-commissioned reviews.

The importance
of diversification
The pandemic has highlighted the value
of holding a well-diversified portfolio of
investments.
The Covid-19 pandemic has already taught us a great deal,
from government ministers to trapped-at-home office
workers. Some people have been faced with relearning old
lessons they may have forgotten.
Global stock market performance has changed radically
since February when the world first began to pay attention
to Covid-19. While nearly all markets took a sharp downturn
in February and the first three weeks of March, there has
been a marked divergence in behaviour since then. The table
below shows how differently the various main markets have
performed.

Index

31/12/19–23/3/20*

Year to 30/10/20

UK

FTSE 100

-33.79%

11.68%

-26.05%

US

S&P 500

-30.75%

46.15%

1.21%

Europe

Euro Stoxx 50

-33.63%

19.02%

-21.01%

Japan

Nikkei 225

-28.61%

36.06%

-2.87%

China

Shanghai
Composite

-12.78%

+21.22%

+5.72%

* 2020 year-to-date low point for UK, US and China markets
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23/3/20– 30/10/20

Best returns outside the UK
A UK-based investor who only invested in UKfocused equity funds would have paid a heavy
price for staying with their home country and
not diversifying internationally. The 2020
performance of the two main UK equity sectors,
UK All Companies and UK Equity Income, has
been such that at 30 October they occupied the
bottom two year-to-date slots of the 39 sectors
monitored by the Investment Association. The
best performing UK sector over the period was
UK Index Linked Gilts, with an average return of
12.9% – a reminder of the diversification benefits
of bonds.
The relatively strong performance of the US has
much to do with the dominance of the US
technology sector – the five largest companies in
the S&P 500 index are Apple, Microsoft, Amazon,
Facebook and Alphabet (the holding company for
Google). The pandemic has given a massive boost
to this sector, from online shopping in all its
forms to video conferencing. The UK has no
companies that come near to competing – in
September the value of Apple exceeded the total
worth of the companies of the FTSE 100.

Diversification between markets is not only
about capital performance; it can also help on
the dividend front. For example, in the second
quarter of 2020, global dividend payments were
22% lower than in the corresponding period of
2019, according to one major investment house.
However, the bald figure hid some enormous
regional differences: in the UK, the fall in
dividends was a brutal 54.2% while in Japan it
was just 4.2%. In the USA, dividends rose by 0.1%.
The turbulence of 2020 has been a reminder that
investment diversification can help smooth both
capital and income performance in challenging
times. For a review of your existing investment
holdings and advice on your diversification
strategy, please talk to us.
The value of your investment, and the income from it, can go down
as well as up, and you may not get back the full amount you invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term investment
and should fit in with your overall attitude to risk and financial
circumstances.
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Market

Savers feel pinch
Those looking for income from their savings face
an uphill challenge, with banks and building societies
making swingeing cuts to the interest paid on
leading accounts.
This latest round of rate reductions was started
by National Savings & Investments (NS&I), which
has imposed brutal cuts to some of its most
popular accounts. From December 2020,
Premium Bond holders, for example, will see
their odds of winning a prize in its monthly draw
lengthen from one in 24,500 to one in 34,500.
Meanwhile, the interest paid on NS&I’s popular
income bonds has reduced from 1.15% a month
to just 0.01%. Even those with tax-efficient ISAs
have been hit, with NS&I cutting interest rates
from 0.9% to 0.1% on these accounts.

Cuts spread to the high street
Not surprisingly this shift has triggered a wave of
similar reductions across the high street. The
newer internet-only providers, such as the
Goldman Sachs-backed online Marcus Bank, as
well as more established names, such as the
Coventry and West Bromwich building societies,
have slashed their interest rates or removed
savings accounts altogether.

Savers looking to boost returns need to be
nimble when it comes to snapping up best-buys;
good rates do not tend to last long. For example,
the Skipton Building Society launched a best-buy
easy-access account earlier this autumn.
Demand meant it closed to new customers
after just 48 hours.
Savers need to consider all their options. If you
can afford to lock your money away you may get
a slightly higher rate from a fixed-term bond,
although this risks tying up your money at a time
when interest rates are at an all-time low. Ensure
you check the exit penalties before committing
to a fixed-term fund.
The value of your investment, and the income from it, can go down
as well as up and you may not get back the full amount you invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term investment
and should fit in with your overall attitude to risk and financial
circumstances.
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Income seekers who are prepared to take more
risk with their money are also facing difficulties,
as dividends paid on many equities have also
been squeezed. At least 35 FTSE 100 companies
have cut, cancelled or suspended their dividend
pay outs this year. In many cases this is because
revenues have been hit by coronavirus lockdowns
— meaning fewer surplus profits to distribute to
investors.

The pandemic
retirement conundrum
Has Covid-19 disrupted
your retirement plans?

Recent research from the Institute for Fiscal
Studies (IFS) considers the consequences for
people approaching retirement. The IFS findings
included:
• Earlier retirement
About half of those aged over 65 who were
working before the pandemic retired earlier
than planned because of the crisis. This finding
is supported by data from the Office of National
Statistics which showed that the proportion of
the population aged 65 and over in employment
fell from 11.5% in December 2019 – February
2020 to 10.5% six months later.
• Later retirement
The sudden fall in stock market values in the
early part of the year had the opposite effect for
others who were close to retirement. Declines in
the value of fund-based pension plans caused
some people to delay retirement while they wait
for markets to recover.
• Changed retirement plans
One in eight of those aged 54 and over had
revised their retirement plans. Just over half
this group increased the age at which they
planned to retire, while the remainder brought
it forward. Unsurprisingly the IFS found that
the wealthier were more likely to be in the
second category.

Wherever you are on the road to retirement,
there are lessons to be drawn from the IFS work:
• You may not always be able to decide precisely
when your working life comes to an end –
circumstances may dictate the timing for you.
At the moment, those circumstances are global,
but they could just as well be personal.
• So, you should build flexibility into your
retirement plans as much as possible. As the
state pension age continues to rise – it is now 66
– so too does the period widen between an early
retirement and receipt of the state pension.
• R
 elying on work to supplement lowly pension
benefits is a risky strategy. Health and economic
issues can bring work later in life to an abrupt
end – as we can see right now.
• If your pension contributions have fallen during
the pandemic – perhaps as a result of being
placed on furlough – you should aim to rebuild
them as soon as possible. A small shortfall today
could make a much bigger hole in your pension
when you retire.

Pension tax could increase
After the tumultuous events of 2020, it makes
sense to review your current retirement plans.
With the possibility of pension tax reform in the
spring Budget, the sooner you start the process,
the better.
The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice, and
levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject to change and
their value depends on individual circumstances. Tax laws can change.
The value of your investment, and the income from it can go
down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount you
invested. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-term
investment and should fit in with your overall attitude to risk and
financial circumstances.
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While the immediate focus of the pandemic has
understandably been on the health impact, it has
become increasingly clear that the economic
effects of Covid-19 stretch far beyond those
people unfortunate enough to contract the virus.
The most obvious example is the billions of
pounds of government spending on employment
and business support, but there are many others.

Scams on the rise
Fraudsters preying on people’s financial
and health fears have been responsible
for a sharp increase in scams during the
Covid-19 crisis.
Over £11m is estimated to have been lost to
coronavirus-related scams, and this number
continues to rise. These scams come in various
guises, with the financial regulators warning
people to be on their guard, as these criminals
are becoming more technically sophisticated.

A range of techniques

Of course, no refunds or rebates are available.
In most cases these messages contain links to
cleverly faked websites, designed to harvest
personal and financial information. They are
a variant on many existing phishing email scams,
where you may receive a fraudulent email
purporting to be from a high street bank, utility
provider or even a tech company, like Amazon,
Apple or Netflix.
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Some scams are even more brazen and will
suggest your security has already been
compromised. They will claim you need to follow
a link to reset passwords and security data.
Obviously, all that happens here is that you give
this information directly to the scammers.

Covid-19 scams
Fraudsters are also preying on people’s current
health concerns, with an increased number of
phishing emails claiming the recipient has been
in contact with someone diagnosed with
Covid-19.
Again, these often contain links to websites
where personal data can be stolen. In other
cases, people have been asked to pay for Covid
tests or other health products, such as face
masks and hand sanitisers. These products
never materialise, and the fraudster pockets
the payment.

Spotting scams
Growing sophistication means spotting these
scams isn’t always easy, but spelling and
grammar mistakes, plus unfamiliar links are
telltale signs. If you are in any doubt, ignore
or block the message, contact the named
organisation directly and never disclose
personal information such as bank details,
PINs or passwords to any unsolicited contact.
HMRC and banks will never ask you to share
personal information in this way.

Check your credit records
Much fraud is aimed at making false applications
for loans and credit cards, with evidence that
some of these cloned identities have been used
to apply for government Covid support loans.
However vigilant you are, personal data can be
compromised in a number of ways, so it’s worth
monitoring your credit record. This should give
you early warning of attempts to apply for credit
in your name. You can obtain a copy of your file
for free by contacting one of the three major
credit references in the UK: Equifax, Experian and
TransUnion (previously Callcredit).

This will give a snapshot of your current
financial situation, including details of all the
companies you have credit arrangements with.
These agencies all offer paid-for services giving
unlimited online access to your account, plus
an alert system giving instant notification of
any changes.
If in any doubt, caution is the best option.
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One familiar trick is to send out fake emails or
SMS messages over mobile phones, purporting
to be from a trusted body, such as HMRC, a local
council, TV licensing authorities or even the NHS.
These messages may claim you are due a rebate
or refund. In some cases people have been told
they qualify for “Covid relief funds”.

State pension age now 66

The age at which people qualify for this benefit
has been gradually increasing over the past few
years — and further increases are planned
reflecting increased longevity. Now it is 66 for
both sexes, although it will rise to 67 in stages
between 2026 and 2028.
The government has also proposed a further rise
to 68 between 2037 and 2039, but this is not yet
law. However if this does go ahead, it means that
if you were born in the 1970s, you will have to

wait up to an extra 12 months before getting your
state pension.
The state pension is currently worth just over
£9,100 a year and forms a key part of many
people’s retirement plans.
With this in mind it makes sense to check what
you will receive and when, using the government
website: yourpension.gov.uk.
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From 6 October the state pension age has gone
up to 66, for both men and women.

News round-up
Congratulations!

Welcoming our new starters

‘Zooming’ Marvellous!
In previous editions, we’ve talked about our use
of Zoom and other technology in order to keep in
touch with clients and with each other. But lately,
we’ve been thinking a bit more outside the box
when it comes to ‘social’ events within the office!
We have always celebrated events such as
milestone birthdays, marriages, and new babies
by decorating desks, having a collection for
presents and a speech from a director. So when
it came to Tim Ball’s 50th birthday celebrations in
December, the usual shenanigans still took place
but this time by… yes, you’ve guessed it… Zoom!
In all honesty, it was made a little easier by the
fact that Tim’s partner Kayleigh is also a member
of our team but even so, we are still very pleased
to have been able to pull this off.

Congratulations to our IT Manager David
Greene who welcomed a new addition to his
family before Christmas.
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“Myself and Gemma would like to present our
little cheeky chappie Dawson Greene, well I say
little he was a whopping 9lb 15oz at birth so not
so little! Our arms are definitely feeling the
strain of carrying a very heavy baby around.
Both of us are overwhelmed with love for our
latest edition to the Greene family.”

Katherine started in November as a
Paraplanning Manager. When we asked
Katherine about how she’s getting on, she said:
“I’m settling in well as everyone made me feel
very welcome. I’m also looking forward to
bringing my technical and managerial
experience to the team”.
Back in December, Charlie also joined us as
a Trainee Administrator. Since joining our team,
Charlie has said “the work ethic of all teams
is amazing and I have been made to feel so
welcome”.
Darrianne joined our team in January as a
Corporate Services Administrator. Darrianne
said: “Albeit a little strange beginning a new job
during a national lockdown, everyone has made
me feel so welcome, even if this is by zoom
calls! I am at the very start of what I believe to
be a happy and long journey, and I can’t wait
to get stuck in.”

Bolstered by our success with this, we then went
on to hold our annual Secret Santa by Zoom too!
Full credit must go to Hayley Hartley for her sheer
skill and determination in making this work as
well as it did. It was a very good event which we
all enjoyed very much.
And of course this story wouldn’t be complete
without the obligatory Zoom quiz… Anthony
Flowers designed a Christmas Quiz for our
adviser and paraplanning teams. Ian Devlin took
first place and Tim Ball took second place. As a
prize to each of them, Anthony asked them to
order takeaways and then send him the bill!
Zoom has been a godsend over this last year
but we look forward to the day when we can
start seeing each other, our clients and our
contacts face to face again… hopefully we are
almost on the home straight to that becoming
a reality again.
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We’re delighted to welcome Katherine Sime,
Charlie Jacobs and Darrianne Pinder to the
Eastwood team.

The (not so)
secret life of pets…
It’s safe to say that working from home has allowed us to both see and
hear lots of each other’s pets… be it cats trying to sit on laptops, snoring
dogs or dogs barking at the postman.
As a result, pets are often a topic of conversation amongst the team and
with our clients. So we thought, what better time to share some of the
office pets with our readers?

Tia Yemm
AGE: 7

“We’ve had Tia for 2 years now. Tia actually belonged to my eldest
daughter, Vicky. However, once she found out that she was pregnant
with twins, she decided to gift Tia to me to help her out. Since then,
Tia has never left my side.
As she is a cross between a Labrador and a Shar Pei, she loves her
food and will generally gobble up almost anything – roast lamb is
a particular favourite!
Although Tia is a lady, she always gets mistaken for a strapping lad
when out on walks by people that do not know her… this very much
annoys her.”
Clive Yemm, Tia’s human

Bertie Hartley
AGE: 7 MONTHS

“Meet Bertie, our Working Cocker Spaniel – we got him in August when
he was just 8 weeks old!
We originally planned to rehome a rescue dog but everywhere we
looked wouldn’t do this if you have children under 5 (my son, Oscar, is
4) so we took the plunge and welcomed this crazy pup into our life.
His registered name with the breeder was Shadow but Oscar can’t yet
pronounce ‘Sh’ so was calling him Saddo! We therefore came up with a
few names and took a vote before we decided on Bertie.
However, Shadow would have been an appropriate name as he never
leaves my side! He is the most lovable little chap and I cannot imagine
my life without him now.”
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Hayley Hartley, Bertie’s human

Flick Wynard

Coco Dutton

“Flick came to us from Dogs Trust just before Christmas in 2013.
We aren’t quite sure exactly how old she is but she’s thought to be
around age 12 or 13.

“Coco Dutton (as in Chanel not the clown darling!) is a Springer Spaniel
who has been our family pet since she was 12 weeks’ old – and came all
the way from Cambridge!

Whilst we are clearly biased, we tell her frequently that she’s the best
dog in the world and she’s one of the best decisions my husband and
I ever made. The first year or so of her being with us was a little difficult
as she was scared and hadn’t had the best life up to that point but with
lots of love, attention and care, she has become a very happy and much
loved dog.

When Coco was around 9 months’ old she was attacked by two dogs
who between them nearly finished her off, it was touch and go for a
week or so but thankfully she was a little fighter and pulled through.

Flick loves food, walking, going on holiday and more food! One of my
favourite pastimes is taking her on long walks and she will very happily
walk for miles.
The picture sums up all of Flick’s favourite things… it was taken at
a beach café in Cornwall whilst out walking one day. Sadly, for Flick,
the portion of chips wasn’t for her… although she may have stolen
one or two!”
Karen Wynard, Flick’s human

Coco’s favourite activities are flushing out birds and retrieving tennis
balls. She also absolutely loves DentaStix and carrots in equal
measures. Although not as obedient these days following a couple of
canine vertigo episodes she still ceases to amaze us all with her lovable
‘get up and go’ Spaniel character and is a much loved family pet”.
Michelle Dutton, Coco’s human

Jakey Devlin
AGE: 17

Poppy Appleyard

“Jakey has been with us for 9 years now (and part-time for 5 years prior
to that). Weighing over 6.5kg without ever becoming a fat cat, he was a
typical big bruiser alpha male in his youth which meant lots of fighting
with other cats, dogs, rats and even foxes!

“Here is Poppy and as you can see from the photo, she’s trying to keep
her paws warm! I first saw Poppy advertised on a pet website but didn’t
realise Macclesfield was so far away – especially with 3 small children in
the car! After a brief stop at McDonald’s, we eventually managed to find
Poppy’s home.

He was a street cat that left his previous home with his sister, Shadow,
that a number of us used to feed and look after. However, on one
occasion 8 years ago, he lost one of these fights and developed a nasty
abscess on his leg which required treatment and staying indoors for a
few weeks. We were the ones that took him in and he has stayed with
us ever since.

AGE: 11

We hadn’t told the girls why we were going just in case we didn’t bring
her home. But after trailing all that way we couldn’t not bring her home!
Needless to say, Poppy was ill in the car on the long journey home…
Over the years, there’s been numerous occasions in which Poppy’s
chased birds and mice… and even brought them home as “presents”.
She’s getting on a bit now and can’t really be bothered to chase them
anymore though!”
Lynne Appleyard, Poppy’s human
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AGE: 14

As previously mentioned, he’s a bit of a big bruiser so likes plenty of
treats – chicken, turkey, ham, and tuna are amongst his favourites. He
also likes going round to see his best friend, a fluffy white cat called
Milo, for Sunday dinner.
An effective hunter back in the day (and still able to catch mice up to a
year ago despite suffering from severe spondylosis), rumour has it that
his most exotic catch was a guineafowl that made the mistake of taking
up residency on our old street.”
Ian Devlin, Jakey’s human
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AGE: 12 OR 13

Woody Ball
AGE: 4

“Here’s a photo of Woody the cat, who belongs to both myself and Tim
– he’s approximately 4 years old and we’ve had him for almost 3 years.
He actually used to belong to our previous neighbours. We were
looking after him for a week when they moved out but that week
turned into two, then three… they eventually agreed we could keep
him due to a change in their circumstances.
He loves most foods and his hobbies are eating and sleeping”.
Kayleigh Senior and Tim Ball, Woody’s humans

Lennie and Amber Gibbs
AGE: 6 AND 3 MONTHS

“This is Lennie, the cat, ‘keeping out of the way’ on Christmas day.
He is our oldest pet resident and has helped bring up 3 children,
another cat, a dog, 2 rabbits, 2 guinea pigs and a hamster.
He also lost half of his tail when my eldest Daughter closed a door
on it 5 years ago! He’s had a tough life but he gets a lot of love.
Here is also Amber, our dog, looking like butter wouldn’t melt on
Declan (my son’s) birthday… but don’t be fooled by her puppy
dog eyes!”
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Ash Gibbs, Lennie and Amber’s human
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